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INTRODUCTION 

The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. v. Albrecht, 139 S. 

Ct. 1668 (2019) confirms this Court’s original order finding Plaintiff Wendy Dolin’s claims are 

not preempted by federal law was correct and the Seventh Circuit’s order finding preemption and 

reversing the jury’s verdict was in error.  The district court is empowered, pursuant to Rule 60(b) 

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to reexamine a judgement in light of an intervening 

change of law and to vacate judgements when appropriate to accomplish justice.  This case is 

particularly appropriate for Rule 60 relief.   

Following a five-week trial, a jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff, Wendy Dolin, 

finding that GSK failed to provide an adequate warning about an adult suicide risk that caused 

her husband’s suicide.  This court upheld the jury’s verdict noting that “GSK’s history of 

misconduct with this drug by failing to warn and providing false information to consumers and 

the FDA…” militated against granting GSK’s post-trial motions.  Dolin v. GlaxoSmithKline 

LLC, 269 F. Supp. 3d 851, 863-65 (N.D. Ill. 2017) (Hart, J.).  On appeal, the Seventh Circuit 

reversed, concluding Dolin’s claims were preempted by federal law.  Dolin v. GlaxoSmithKline 

LLC, 901 F.3d 803 (7th Cir. 2018), cert. denied, No. 18-803, 2019 WL 2257286 (U.S. May 28, 

2019).  Relying upon the “clear evidence” standard set forth in Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555 

(2009), the Seventh Circuit held that defendant GlaxoSmithKline, LLC (“GSK”) had presented 

clear evidence the FDA would have rejected the warning required under state law.  The Seventh 

Circuit reversed the jury’s verdict, issued a mandate with judgement in GSK’s favor and returned 

jurisdiction back to this Court.  R.676.1  Since then, the Supreme Court has issued a ruling 

clarifying the “clear evidence” standard previously outlined in Levine, and it is evident the “clear 

evidence” standard the Seventh Circuit applied in Dolin is not consistent with current Supreme 

Court precedent.  Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp. v. Albrecht, 139 S. Ct. 1668 (2019).   

Albrecht held that, in order to meet the demanding hurdle of clear evidence, a 

manufacturer must show it “fully informed the FDA of the justifications for the warning required 

1 Citations to R.** refer to the Docket Entry number in this case. 
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by state law” and was “prohibited” by the FDA from “adding any and all warnings to the drug 

label that would satisfy state law.”  Id. at 1678.  The Court emphasized “the only agency actions 

that can determine the answer to the pre-emption question, of course, are agency actions taken 

pursuant to the FDA’s congressionally delegated authority.”  Id. at 1679.   

The facts presented in this case confirm GSK cannot meet the newly elucidated Albrecht 

elements because (a) GSK never provided a warning that would satisfy its duties under state law; 

(b) GSK never “fully informed” the FDA; and (c) the FDA never forbade GSK from “adding any 

and all warnings” that would satisfy state law, rather FDA actually invited GSK to submit a label 

change—something GSK could have done unilaterally anyway—but chose not to.  It is now 

evident this Honorable court’s previous findings of no preemption (and those of every other 

jurist to review the same facts until the Seventh Circuit’s recent reverse course) are consistent 

with current Supreme Court precedent and the Seventh Circuit’s ruling is not. 

Under these circumstances, when an intervening change of law casts doubt on the validity 

of the Seventh Circuit’s decision, the district court is permitted to reexamine the judgement in 

light of the intervening change of law.  E.E.O.C. v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 417 F.3d 789, 796 

(7th Cir. 2005); Ramirez v. United States, 799 F.3d 845, 848 (7th Cir. 2015); see also Standard 

Oil Co. of California v. United States, 429 U.S. 17, 18 (1976) (holding “the trial court ‘is in a 

much better position to pass upon the issues presented in a motion pursuant to Rule 60(b)’” and 

“the appellate mandate relates to the record and issues then before the court, and does not purport 

to deal with possible later events.  Hence, the district judge is not flouting the mandate by acting 

on the motion.”).  Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. Proc., Rule 60(b) and in light of the intervening 

change of the law set forth in Albrecht, Dolin respectfully requests that the current judgement in 

favor of GSK be vacated and the previous judgement entered in her favor be reinstated.  

I. Under Supreme Court and Seventh Circuit Precedent, the District Court Has the 
Authority to Reexamine the Judgement of the Seventh Circuit in Light of 
Intervening Supreme Court Precedent Which Casts Doubt on the Validity of the 
Seventh Circuit’s Dolin Decision 

Established Seventh Circuit law provides that, if a subsequent change of law by the 
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Supreme Court casts doubt on the Seventh Circuit’s judgement, then the district court has the 

authority to reconsider the previously adjudicated issue in light of the Supreme Court’s ruling.  

E.E.O.C. v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 417 F.3d 789, 796 (7th Cir. 2005).  Specifically, the Seventh 

Circuit held: 

 
Despite our holding in Keane I that a genuine issue of fact exists as to whether Keane is 
disabled, the district court also acted within its authority in reconsidering this issue … ‘An 
appellate mandate does not turn a district judge into a robot, mechanically carrying 
out orders that become inappropriate in light of subsequent factual discoveries or 
changes in the law.’... Similarly, the law of the case doctrine permits ‘a court to revisit 
an issue if an intervening change in the law, or some other special circumstance, 
warrants reexamining the claim.’ … Our decisions do not bind the district court when 
there has been a relevant intervening change in the law…  

E.E.O.C., 417 F.3d at 796 (internal citations omitted).  In EEOC, the court held that, in light of 

intervening Supreme Court precedent, the district court acted within its authority when it decided 

to reconsider an issue the Seventh Circuit had previously addressed on appeal.  E.E.O.C., 417 

F.3d at 796 (“Here, the district court reasonably concluded that the issue of Keane’s alleged 

disability resolved in Keane I required reexamination in light of the Supreme Court’s decision in 

Toyota. Accordingly, it acted within its authority in addressing the issue on remand.”). 

 The Seventh Circuit’s finding of preemption warrants reexamination by this Court in 

light of the recently issued Supreme Court decision in Albrecht.  The Seventh Circuit’s finding of 

preemption is at odds with present Supreme Court standards and precedent.  Under such 

circumstances, the district court is the appropriate court to adjudicate the Rule 60(b) motion and 

a party is not required to seek leave from the higher court that issued the mandate.  Standard Oil, 

429 U.S. at 18; LSLJ P'ship v. Frito-Lay, Inc., 920 F.2d 476, 478 (7th Cir. 1990) (“We recognize 

that plaintiff’s 60(b) motion is based on an alleged change in law rather than prosecutorial 

misconduct as in Standard Oil.  However, a change in law is an event arising after the appellate 

court mandate, and under the principles of Standard Oil, we believe that a district court has 

jurisdiction to address a change in law without ‘flouting the mandate’ of the appellate court.”). 

II. Pursuant to Rule 60 and the Intervening Albrecht Decision, the Court Should Vacate 

the Current Judgement in GSK’s Favor and Reinstate the Previous Judgement 

Issued in Dolin’s Favor 
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The Supreme Court recognizes that Rule 60(b) “provides a procedure whereby, in 

appropriate cases, a party may be relieved of a final judgement.  In particular, Rule 60(b)(6) 

grants federal courts broad authority to relieve a party from a final judgement ‘upon such terms 

as are just,’ provided that the motion is made within a reasonable time and is not premised on 

one of the grounds for relief enumerated in clauses (b)(1) through (b)(5).”  Liljeberg v. Health 

Servs. Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847, 863–64 (1988).  As the Supreme Court has stated, Rule 

60(b)(6) “does not particularize the factors that justify relief,” Liljeberg, 486 U.S. at 64, 

however, the Court has observed that Rule 60(b)(6) “provides courts with authority ‘adequate to 

enable them to vacate judgments whenever such action is appropriate to accomplish justice …” 

Id. (quoting Klapprott v. United States, 335 U.S. 601, 614–615 (1949) (emphasis added)).2    

The Seventh Circuit and other Circuits have recognized that an intervening change of law 

along with other factors can justify the granting of a Rule 60(b)(6) motion.  Ramirez v. United 

States, 799 F.3d 845, 848 (7th Cir. 2015) (holding that district court should have granted 

petitioner’s Rule 60(b)(6) in light of the facts of the case and intervening change of law); Watson 

v. Symons Corp., 121 F.R.D. 351, 352 (N.D. Ill. 1988) (granting plaintiff’s Rule 60(b)(6) motion 

because intervening change of law by the Supreme Court confirmed plaintiff’s claims were not 

preempted); accord In In re Terrorist Attacks on September 11, 2001, 741 F.3d 353 (2d Cir. 

2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 2875 (2014); Marrero Pichardo v. Ashcroft, 374 F.3d 46 (2d Cir. 

2004); Cox v. Horn, 757 F.3d 113, 124 (3d Cir. 2014); Phelps v. Alameida, 569 F.3d 1120, 1133 

(9th Cir. 2009); Adams v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, 888 F.2d 696 (10th Cir. 1989).  

In Ramirez, the Seventh Circuit observed that “Rule 60(b)(6) is fundamentally equitable 

in nature” and “thus requires the court to examine all of the circumstances, bearing in mind the 

need for the party invoking the rule to demonstrate why extraordinary circumstances justify 

relief.”  Ramirez, 799 F.3d at 851.  Ramirez identified a number of relevant factors that may be 

                                                 
2  In analyzing petitioner’s Rule 60(b)(6) motion in Liljeberg, the Court held “it is appropriate to 

consider the risk of injustice to the parties in the particular case, the risk that the denial of relief will 

produce injustice in other cases, and the risk of undermining the public’s confidence in the judicial 

process.”  486 U.S. at 863–64. 
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considered including: (1) change of law; (2) the diligence of the petitioner; (3) whether 

alternative remedies were available but bypassed; and (4) whether the underlying claim is one on 

which relief could be granted.  Id.  These factors, as well as the unique facts of this case, 

demonstrate that extraordinary circumstances justify Rule 60 relief. 

  First, the Supreme Court’s Albrecht ruling elaborates upon the heightened requirement 

for establishing impossibility preemption (that a drug manufacturer must have “fully informed 

the FDA of the justifications for the warning” and “relevant federal and state laws ‘irreconcilably 

conflic[t].”).  The evidence in this case does not meet these requirements.  Indeed, many of the 

new Albrecht requirements, which raise the bar on establishing preemption under the clear 

evidence rubric, were never considered or addressed by the Seventh Circuit.  Had they been, the 

Seventh Circuit could not have found preemption.   

Second, Dolin is diligent in bringing this motion, approximately one month after the 

Supreme Court’s ruling in Albrecht on May 20, 2019 and less than a month after the May 28, 

2019 denial of her petition for certiorari.  Moreover, this is a case wherein, after six years of 

litigation, Dolin underwent a five-week trial after which the jury, who heard all of the scientific 

and regulatory historical evidence, found in her favor, and during the course of the lengthy 

litigation, GSK’s preemption argument was rejected multiple times by the district court.  Dolin v. 

SmithKline Beecham Corp., 2016 WL 537949 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 11, 2016); Dolin v. 

GlaxoSmithKline LLC, 269 F. Supp. 3d 851, 863-65 (N.D. Ill. 2017).  Importantly, Albrecht 

confirms that the district court’s previous rejections of GSK’s preemption defense were and 

remain the correct decisions, a further factor justifying granting Dolin’s Rule 60(b) motion.     

 Third, no alternative available remedies were bypassed.  After the Seventh Circuit issued 

its adverse ruling, Dolin filed a timely petition for rehearing and requested en banc review, 

which was denied.  She next timely filed a petition for writ of certiorari which was also denied 

by the Supreme Court on May 28, 2019.  Dolin v. GlaxoSmithKline, LLC, No. 18-803, 2019 WL 
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2257286 (U.S. May 28, 2019).3  In light of the Supreme Court’s intervening change of law, the 

district court is the appropriate venue for the requested relief sought pursuant to Rule 60(b)(6).  

Standard Oil, 429 U.S. at 18; see LSLJ P’ship, 920 F.2d at 478.  

As to the fourth factor, Dolin’s underlying claim is one on which relief could be granted.  

Applying the Albrecht standard confirms Dolin’s claims are not preempted by federal law, and a 

jury has already unanimously concluded GSK’s failure to provide an adequate warning was the 

cause of her husband’s suicide.  This is the very instance where Rule 60 relief makes sense.    

A. Albrecht Identified the Heightened Evidence a Defendant Needs to Present in 

Order to Establish Preemption  

On May 20, 2019, the Supreme Court issued its decision in Albrecht, further clarifying 

the heightened standard required for establishing impossibility preemption.  The Court clarified 

that a judge, not jury, must decide the issue of preemption and then expounded upon what would 

be required for a defendant to present “clear evidence” of impossibility preemption—an issue 

this Court and the Seventh Circuit grappled with in assessing GSK’s preemption defense:   

 
The underlying question for this type of impossibility pre-emption defense is whether 
federal law (including appropriate FDA actions) prohibited the drug manufacturer from 
adding any and all warnings to the drug label that would satisfy state law. And, of course, 
in order to succeed with that defense the manufacturer must show that the answer to this 
question is yes. 

Albrecht, 139 S. Ct. at 1678 (emphasis added).  In order to meet this demanding defense, the 

Court stated:   

 
[S]howing that federal law prohibited the drug manufacturer from adding a warning that 
would satisfy state law requires the drug manufacturer to show that it fully informed 
the FDA of the justifications for the warning required by state law and that the FDA, 
in turn, informed the drug manufacturer that the FDA would not approve changing the 
drug’s label to include that warning. 

Id. (emphasis added).  The Court observed that federal law, under the Changes Being Effected 

                                                 
3 The Supreme Court has oft stated: “the denial of a writ of certiorari imports no expression of 

opinion on the merits of the case, as the bar has been told many times.” Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 

85 (1995), quoting U.S. v. Carver, 260 U.S. 482, 490 (1923); see also State of Md. V. Balt. Radio Show, 

338 U.S. 912, 918 (1950) (stating that the “sole significance” of a denial of a writ of certiorari “need not 

be elucidated to those versed in the Court’s procedures” and that it “simply means that fewer than four 

members of the Court deemed it desirable to review a decision of the lower court as a matter of ‘sound 

judicial discretion’”). 
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(“CBE”) regulation, 21 C.F.R. §314.70, permit drug manufacturers to change their label without 

first obtaining FDA approval:  

 
[T]he CBE regulation permits changes, so a drug manufacturer will not ordinarily be able 
to show that there is an actual conflict between state and federal law such that it was 
impossible to comply with both. 

Id. at 1679.  The Supreme Court observed that, in adjudicating the preemption issue, the 

trial judge “must simply ask himself or herself whether the relevant federal and state laws 

‘irreconcilably conflict’” and reiterated that “‘[t]he existence of a hypothetical or potential 

conflict is insufficient to warrant the pre-emption’” of state law.  Albrecht, 139 S. Ct. at 1679, 

quoting Rice v. Norman Williams Co., 458 U. S. 654, 659 (1982).  Notably, in Albrecht, the 

Court for the first time in a pharmaceutical products liability context held that:  

 
[T]he only agency actions that can determine the answer to the pre-emption question, of 
course, are agency actions taken pursuant to the FDA’s congressionally delegated 
authority.  

Id.  Specifically, the Court observed “[t]he Supremacy Clause grants ‘supreme’ status 

only to the ‘the Laws of the United States.’… And pre-emption takes place ‘only when and if the 

agency is acting within the scope of its congressionally delegated authority, ... for an agency 

literally has no power to act, let alone pre-empt the validly enacted legislation of a sovereign 

State, unless and until Congress confers power upon it.’”  Id. (quoting New York v. FERC, 535 

U. S. 1, 18 (2002)).  The Court went on to outline the limited congressionally delegated FDA 

actions that can be used to demonstrate impossibility preemption.  The first congressionally 

delegated action is: “Federal law permits the FDA to communicate its disapproval of a warning 

by means of notice-and-comment rulemaking setting forth labeling standards…”  Id. (citing 21 

U.S.C. § 355(d); 21 C.F.R. §§ 201.57, 314.105) (emphasis added).  The second congressionally 

delegated action is when the FDA “formally reject[s] a warning label that would have been 

adequate under state law” via a “Complete Response Letter” pursuant to 21 C.F.R. §§ 314.110(a) 

and 314.125(b).  Id.  The third congressionally delegated action is “other agency action carrying 

the force of law…”  Id. The Court did not elaborate on the third category, however, it cited a 

section within the FDCA that permits the Secretary of Health and Human Services to order a 
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drug manufacturer to add new safety information.  Id. (citing 21 U.S.C. § 355(o)(4)(A)).  The 

Court concluded “[t]he question of disapproval ‘method’ is not now before us.  And we make 

only the obvious point that, whatever the means the FDA uses to exercise its authority, those 

means must lie within the scope of the authority Congress has lawfully delegated.”  Id.  

B. GSK Has Not Established its Demanding Burden of Impossibility Preemption 

Under the Newly Elucidated Albrecht Standard 

Applying the standard in Albrecht to this case confirms GSK has not met its demanding 

burden of establishing impossibility preemption.  To ensure patients and doctors are promptly 

alerted to drug risks, FDA regulations expressly authorize brand-name drug manufacturers to 

issue enhanced warnings by unilaterally and without FDA approval modifying their labels under 

the CBE regulation.  50 FED.REG. 7452-01, 7499 (1985); 21 C.F.R. § 314.70(c)(6)(iii)(A).4  FDA 

regulations also mandate that a manufacturer must update its drug label as soon as there is 

evidence of an association of a serious hazard with its drug.  21 C.F.R. §201.80(e) (older drugs 

such as Paxil); cf. 21 C.F.R. § 201.57(c) (new drugs).  

Plaintiff will not recite all of the evidence and testimony presented during the five-week 

trial in this case, however, the evidence was succinctly summarized by this honorable Court in its 

September 14, 2017 Order denying GSK’s motions for judgment as a matter law and for a new 

trial.  See R.587 at 6-20.  In sum, the evidence established that GSK was in possession of 

statistically significant data revealing a causal association between Paxil and suicidal behavior in 

adults of all ages, and GSK had been aware of the risk for decades, yet failed to issue appropriate 

warnings.  In fact, this Court commented in its September 14, 2017 Order that “GSK’s history of 

                                                 
4 Prior to September 2008, the regulations gave broad authority to the manufacturer to enhance 

warnings, at any time and as it saw fit, “[t]o add or strengthen a contraindication, warning, precaution, or 

adverse reaction.” 21 C.F.R. §314.70(c)(2)(i) (May 23, 1985 - June 29, 2006); 21 C.F.R. 

314.70(c)(6)(iii)(A) (June 30, 2006 - September 21, 2008).  Effective September 22, 2008, the CBE 

regulation was revised in two relevant ways.  First, beginning in September 2008, the regulations now 

require that labeling be revised by manufacturers when they possess “newly acquired information” of a 

risk.  21 C.F.R. 314.70(c)(6)(iii). Second, the regulations now require there be evidence of a causal 

association between the drug and the risk.  21 C.F.R. 314.70(c)(6)(iii)(A) (“[t]o add or strengthen a 

contraindication, warning, precaution, or adverse reaction for which the evidence of a causal association 

satisfies the standard for inclusion in the labeling under § 201.57(c) of this chapter.”) (italicized language 

is the new language added in September 2008). 
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misconduct with this drug by failing to warn and providing false information to consumers and 

the FDA are factors which militate against providing label immunity …”  Id. at 21. 

In 2006, GSK unilaterally revised the paroxetine label to warn of an adult suicide risk as 

a result of its meta-analysis of paroxetine clinical trials finding a 6.7-fold increased risk of 

suicidal behavior in adults of all ages.  R.589-20 at 2; R589-21 at 4; see also Dolin, 269 F. Supp. 

3d at 860; and Dolin, 901 F.3d at 808.  The FDA had no objection to GSK’s labeling change.  

Exh. 1. 

On April 27, 2006, GSK formally submitted a CBE labeling supplement to add the adult 

suicidal behavior risk warning.  Exh 2.  Several months later, in December of 2006, the FDA 

issued the results of its own meta-analysis of adult suicidality data from 18 different 

antidepressants.  The FDA’s analysis relied, in part, on GSK’s submission of Paxil clinical trials.  

However, as the evidence presented at trial illustrated, GSK had submitted incomplete data to the 

FDA—specifically, GSK admitted that it did not submit all the Paxil suicides that occurred in 

GSK-controlled “locally-funded” clinical trials.  R.645, Tr.*3354:1-3366:17; R.589-14 at 7. 

Relying on GSK’s incomplete data, the FDA’s pooled analysis did not show a 

statistically significant elevated risk for suicidality in adults over age 24 for the analyzed 

antidepressants.  Id.; see also R.591-18.  However, the incomplete paroxetine-specific data 

showed a statistically significant 2.76-times elevated risk compared to placebo.  R. 589-14 at 18; 

R.619, *Tr. 449-458; see Dolin, 269 F. Supp. 3d at 860; Dolin, 901 F.3d at 808.  

The FDA then asked manufacturers of all antidepressants on the market (even those not 

included in the FDA’s analysis) to add a class-wide warning concerning a suicide risk in young 

adults (up to age 24), extending the existing black box child/adolescent suicide warning.  R.623, 

Tr.*1126:16-1137:25; R.589-1 at 1-44. While this may be accurate for the analyzed 

antidepressants generally, it is not true for paroxetine specifically. Id.; see R.668-15 at 1-44; 

R.623, Tr.*1138:1-1223:23. 

On May 1, 2007, the FDA sent a letter to GSK referencing GSK’s previous April 2006 

CBE supplement and stated that GSK’s adult suicide warnings were “approvable” but further 
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asked GSK to add the newly drafted FDA class warning concerning suicide risks:  

 
We have completed our review of your supplemental applications, and they are 
approvable.  Before these applications may be approved, you will need to make revisions 
to your labeling, as outlined below, so as to ensure standardized labeling pertaining to adult 
suicidality with all of the drugs to treat major depressive disorder (MDD). 

See Exh. 3, emphasis added. This caused some confusion within GSK as to whether GSK was 

permitted to include the paroxetine-specific language within the FDA’s class labeling.  In a May 

11, 2007 e-mail, followed up with a May 23, 2007 letter, GSK proposed to include its 

paroxetine-specific warning in the middle of the class-warning.  R.589-27, 32.  On June 21, 

2007, a project manager for the FDA (Renmeet “Rimmy” Grewal) responded by email stating:  

 
We also have noted that some [drug manufacturers] have taken this opportunity to include 
other revisions to their labeling which are not applicable to the class labeling revision 
requested in our 5-1-07 letter.  We are requesting that these changes be submitted as a 
separate supplement.   

Exh. 4, emphasis added (R.589-29).  GSK’s proposed April 2006 adult suicide warning was not 

rejected by the FDA, rather the FDA simply asked that GSK issue a separate supplement [CBE].  

GSK understood this fact as reflected in an internal GSK memorandum discussing this issue:  

 
On June 21, 2007 FDA responded to our CBE submission for [Paxil] (submitted on May 
23, 2007) … GSK’s request of maintaining the Paxil specific language within the class 
labeling was not addressed.  FDA requested that those additions or changes should be 
addressed with a separate supplement.    

Exh. 6 (emphasis added). The following day, in response to a GSK voicemail, Rimmy (from 

FDA) e-mailed GSK stating:  

 
[T]he Agency has reviewed your proposed changes, and we do not believe that your 
product specific analysis should be included in the class labeling revisions since the 
labeling is targeted at the class of drugs.  If you would like to discuss this matter further, 
please submit a formal meeting request. 

Exh. 5 (emphasis added) (R.589-30).  GSK never took the meeting and, more importantly, never 

followed up on the FDA’s invitation to submit a proposed paroxetine-specific adult suicide 

warning.  Nor did GSK unilaterally revise the label to include a paroxetine-specific warning in 

any other portion of the label or correct other inaccuracies in the label (e.g., the label continued 

to include “emotional lability” as a frequent event without disclosing that most if not all were 

suicide related). R.623, Tr.*1206:18-1212; R.645, Tr.*; *3374:6-3376:10, *3375:25-3376:4, 
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*3379:1-20; R.646 *3510:25-3511:13; and R.645 Tr.*3446:4-3461:12.  Instead, the label 

contained no warning of paroxetine’s older adult suicide risks.5   

The Seventh Circuit relied upon the aforementioned exchanges between the FDA and 

GSK during May and June 2007 to conclude that “no reasonable jury could find that the FDA 

would have approved an adult suicidality warning for Paxil under the CBE regulations between 

2007 and Stewart Dolin’s suicide in 2010.”  Dolin, 901 F.3d at 813.  But, as the Supreme Court’s 

recent Albrecht decision illustrates, that is the wrong standard—it is not whether the FDA would 

have approved a label change, it is whether the FDA clearly would have rejected one.  And, in 

assessing whether the FDA would have rejected a label change, GSK must show that “it fully 

informed the FDA of the justifications for the warning required by state law and the FDA, in 

turn, informed [GSK] that the FDA would not approve changing the drug’s label to include that 

warning.”  Albrecht, 139 S.Ct. at 1678 (emphasis added).   

Applying that standard here, GSK did not even come close to establishing preemption. 

First, GSK’s 2006 warning was insufficient under state law.  Dr. Ross testified GSK’s 2006 

language was misleading because it suggested the risk of suicidality was limited to people under 

30 years of age.  R.623, Tr.*1124:10-1126:15, R.626, Tr.*1551:17-1552, *1555:25-1563:6.  

GSK never proposed the warning Dolin alleges state law required, i.e., a short plain statement 

that paroxetine ingestion is associated with suicidality in adults of all ages.  R.623, Tr.*1128:1-

16; Tr.*1138:1-1223:23; R.668-15 at 1-44.  Thus, because GSK never attempted to add the 

                                                 
5 The only FDA expert to testify at trial, David Ross, M.D., Ph.D., a former FDA deputy director 

for regulatory science, senior medical reviewer, and medical officer, testified at length regarding the 

various places in the label (but outside the class-wide portion) GSK could have included a paroxetine-

specific adult suicide warning, using the CBE regulations. R.623, Tr.*1147:25-1181:8, *1148:23-1149:9, 

*1186:5-1211:2, *1212:14-1217:17, *1213:13-17; R.626, *1549:4-7; R.668-16.  Dr. Ross also testified 

about other inadequacies dating back to 1992, and even in GSK’s 2006 label.  See e.g., R.630, Tr. *1072, 

*1075-1086; R.623, *1206-1212, *1197-1200, *1166-1167, *1192-1193, *1176.  Dr. Ross, relying upon 

his review of the relevant evidence and his FDA experience (including reviewing new drug applications, 

clinical trials, the adequacy of drug labels and making labeling recommendations), testified that “the FDA 

would not have refused to permit GSK to warn about the risk of adult suicide in the label.” Dolin, 269 F. 

Supp. 3d at 864.   Moreover, GSK’s vice-president and designated company witness, John Kraus, M.D., 

admitted at trial that the FDA never told GSK that it was “prohibited from putting any Paxil-specific 

information anywhere in the label.”  R.645, Tr. *3375:16-19.   
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warning required by Illinois law, its preemption defense does not get past Albrecht’s first step.  

Second, even assuming the 2006 warning was sufficient under state law, the trial record 

demonstrates GSK did not fully inform the FDA of all the clinical trial data concerning Paxil’s 

suicide risk and, indeed, intentionally chose not to provide the placebo-controlled suicide data 

from its locally funded Paxil clinical trials.  R.645, Tr.*3361:18-3362:24, *3366:22-3367:9.  

Specifically, according to a GSK physician: “GSK have data from additional studies, locally run, 

that are not on our central database but meet the FDA’s criteria for studies that qualify for the 

suicidality analysis.”  R.645, Tr.*3354:1-3366:17.  GSK deliberately chose not to collect the data 

from the locally funded studies, which revealed additional suicides in placebo-controlled trials, 

and never submitted that data to the FDA.  R.645, Tr.*3361:18-3362:24, *3366:22-3367:9.  This 

undisputed evidence confirms GSK never “fully informed the FDA of the justifications for the 

warning required by state law.”  Preemption does not get past Albrecht’s second step. 

Third, GSK has not presented clear evidence the FDA “informed the drug manufacturer 

that the FDA would not approve a change to the drug’s label to include that warning.”  Albrecht, 

139 S.Ct. at 1678.  To the contrary, when GSK proposed adding an adult suicide warning (amidst 

a section that applied to the entire class of more than 30 antidepressants), the FDA informed and 

indeed invited GSK to submit its Paxil specific warning via a separate formal supplement request 

(i.e., via the formal CBE process as proscribed by 21 C.F.R. §314.70(c)).  Exhs. 4 and 5.  Indeed, 

in GSK’s contemporaneous internal discussions, it admitted the FDA never considered, much 

less rejected, its adult suicide warning: “GSK’s request of maintaining the Paxil specific 

language within the class labeling was not addressed.  FDA requested that those additions or 

changes should be addressed with a separate supplement.” Exh. 6 (emphasis added).  Absent an 

actual rejection of the proposed warning, preemption does not get past Albrecht’s third step. 

Finally, Albrecht held “the only agency actions that can determine the answer to the pre-

emption question, of course, are agency actions taken pursuant to the FDA’s congressionally 

delegated authority.”  Albrecht, 139 S.Ct. at 1679.  In Albrecht, the Court was dealing with a 

“complete response” letter regarding Merck’s proposed Fosamax warning.  The Court in 
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Albrecht did not rule upon whether the purported disapproval “method” at issue in Albrecht was 

within the scope of authority Congress has delegated to the FDA and remanded the matter back 

to the court below to adjudicate.  Here, GSK’s preemption argument (as well as the holding of 

the Seventh Circuit) rely primarily upon informal (and potentially ambiguous) e-mails 

exchanged between GSK and administrative FDA employees, and the Seventh Circuit never 

ruled whether these methods of alleged disapproval (and Dolin contends there was no 

disapproval) are within the scope of authority Congress has lawfully delegated to the FDA.  

Notably, the FDA never issued a rejection of a Paxil specific adult suicide warning via a formal 

notice and comment rulemaking standard; it never issued a Complete Response Letter pursuant 

to 21 C.F.R. 314.110(a) akin to what was at issue in Albrecht, nor has GSK cited any 

congressionally statutorily delegated means by which the FDA rejected a purported proposed 

Paxil specific suicide warning.  None of GSK’s communications with the FDA are of the 

character of formal agency action undertaken pursuant to congressionally delegated authority.  

See, e.g., Albrecht, 139 S. Ct. at 1682 (concurring opinion by Thomas, J.) (“Merck’s primary 

argument, based on various agency communications, is that the FDA would have rejected a 

hypothetical labeling change submitted via the CBE process. But neither agency musings nor 

hypothetical future rejections constitute pre-emptive ‘Laws’ under the Supremacy Clause[.]”).  

Moreover, nowhere in these communications did the FDA reject a Paxil specific warning.  To 

the contrary, the FDA encouraged GSK to submit a CBE labeling change request, something 

GSK could have done, unilaterally, without the FDA’s invitation, but failed to do.   

Additionally, there is a deep-rooted constitutional issue raised by a finding of preemption. 

As the jury concluded and even the Seventh Circuit acknowledged, paroxetine can cause adult 

suicidal behavior.  Thus, this Court would have to conclude the FDA forbade GSK from issuing 

a truthful warning—such a prohibition would constitute a proscription on speech in direct 

violation of the First Amendment, which protects the dissemination of truthful information and 

likewise protects patients’ rights to receive such truthful information.  Thompson v. Western 

States Medical Center, 535 U.S. 357, 365 (2002); Bigelow v. Virginia, 421 U.S. 809, 833 (1975); 
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Reed v. Town of Gilbert, Ariz., 135 S. Ct. 2218, 2226 (2015); Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 564 

U.S. 552, 577 (2011) (“The First Amendment directs us to be especially skeptical of regulations 

that seek to keep people in the dark for what the government perceives to be their own good 

...These precepts apply with full force when the audience, in this case prescribing physicians, 

consists of sophisticated and experienced consumers.”) (internal quotes and citations omitted).   

III. Conclusion 

The Seventh Circuit has held that “Rule 60(b)(6) is fundamentally equitable in nature”   

Ramirez, 799 F.3d at 851, and the Supreme Court has opined in adjudicating such a motion, it is 

appropriate “to consider the risk of injustice to the particular parties” and “the risk of 

undermining the public’s confidence in the judicial process.”  Liljeberg, 486 U.S. at 864.  Here, 

after a six-year judicial process and a five-week trial, the jury unanimously held that GSK failed 

to provide adequate warnings about the suicide risks associated with paroxetine, and GSK’s 

inadequate warnings caused the suicide of a devoted husband and loving father, Stewart Dolin. 

This Honorable court upheld the jury’s verdict and decreed as one of its justifications “GSK’s 

history of misconduct with this drug by failing to warn and providing false information to 

consumers and the FDA…” Dolin, 269 F. Supp. 3d at 865.  The Seventh Circuit subsequently 

reversed and found Dolin’s claims preempted by federal law.  But, recent Supreme Court 

precedent confirms the Seventh Circuit’s preemption decision was in error and this Court’s 

previous finding of no preemption was correct.  Principles of equity and justice demand the 

judgement currently in favor of GSK be vacated and the previous judgment entered in favor of 

Wendy Dolin (R.588) be reinstated.  Anything less would be a tattering of justice and result in an 

erosion of the public’s confidence in the judicial process—the public will see that GSK, the party 

the jury unanimously found guilty of causing the wrongful death of Steward Dolin, is permitted 

to unjustifiably elude the jury’s verdict.  Justice and equity demand the guilty be held 

accountable.  Even the earliest precedent involving a mislabeled pharmaceutical recognized that 

“[s]o highly does the law value human life, that it admits of no justification wherever life has 

been lost and the carelessness or negligence of one person has contributed to the death of 
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another[.]” Thomas v. Winchester, 6 N.Y. 397, 409 (1852).  Dolin respectfully asks that the court 

issue findings of fact of the relevant factors outlined in Albrecht and, based on those facts, 

conclude GSK has failed to meet its demanding burden of establishing impossibility preemption 

under Albrecht, and reinstate the prior judgement in her favor.       
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